In the context of increasingly tight energy supply and rising prices, it is of great significance to carry out research on energy consumption prediction models with energy conservation as the goal. In order to improve energy efficiency, it is not only necessary to conduct statistics and analysis on energy historical data, but also to predict future energy data. In this paper, Bicubic interpolation algorithm and convolutional neural network are used to spatially predict energy consumption. The model framework structure for energy consumption prediction is given, and the two models are experimentally analyzed. The results show that the convolutional neural network is better than the Bicubic interpolation method, and the prediction result is closer to the actual value. For the high spatial complexity of energy consumption data, the definition and framework of the RessNetGAN model are first given. Secondly, the specific structure of the generator is given. How to extract the spatial eigenvalue of energy consumption through 3D convolution operation is introduced, and the experiment is carried out by changing the pooling parameters of the energy consumption to be predicted. The results show that the RessNetGAN model with generated confrontation structure has better prediction performance than the convolutional neural network model, and when the input energy consumption data is very low precision, there will be no serious distortion of the prediction result.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy is the material basis of a country's economic development. Although there are many total energy reserves, in terms of long-term development, energy is still one of the important factors that restrict economic development [1] . Therefore, energy conservation and consumption reduction is a longterm strategic measure for development, which plays a very important role in ensuring the healthy and sustainable development of the economy. In recent years, the unreasonable use of energy has not only caused energy waste, but also caused serious environmental problems [2] - [4] . The more prominent issue is the emission of carbon dioxide, referred to as carbon emissions. At present, the world is carrying out a ''low carbon revolution'' with low emissions and high energy efficiency as The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhen Qin. the core, aiming to alleviate the pressure of energy and environment [5] . The scientific management of energy refers to the use of scientific principles and methods to systematically investigate and quantitatively analyze all aspects of the energy system, so as to use energy in a planned and organized manner to achieve effective, economical and rational development and utilization of energy [6] . The energy management system is a powerful tool for enterprises to achieve energy science management [7] . It uses advanced computer technology such as network communication and database to collect, store and analyze various energy data, and generate various reports and curves in time to provide strong support for scientific management of energy [8] .
As an important part of the energy management system, energy consumption prediction can help managers grasp the trend of energy consumption and provide support for decision-making [9] . In recent years, people have VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ gradually recognized the importance of energy consumption prediction, so energy consumption prediction has become a research hotspot [10] . In the prediction of building energy consumption, multiple linear regression, genetic optimization algorithms and artificial neural networks are often used to process or train energy consumption data to achieve prediction [11] - [13] . Artificial neural network algorithm has been widely recognized and applied in the HVAC industry as a new research tool [14] . Moreover, in the prediction of energy consumption of public buildings, experts and scholars have not only used one method, but also used a combination of methods to predict energy consumption, and achieved excellent results [15] , [16] . Some scholars based on the MLR method to predict and evaluate the power consumption of the office building group, and proposed to effectively reduce the energy consumption of office buildings, which is an important method to reduce energy consumption [17] . The energy consumption prediction results of HVAC based on multiagent system for office buildings show that the matching between total energy consumption and actual energy consumption is as high as 92.6%∼98.2% [18] . The ventilation energy consumption can be accurately predicted, and the accuracy rate is 99%. Cooling energy consumption has uncertainty and variability in total energy consumption. Relevant scholars have predicted the energy consumption of office buildings in New Zealand based on multiple linear regression (MLR) and artificial neural network (ANN) models, which in turn has improved the continuous and stable operation of office building energy consumption [19] . Researchers use neural network predictors and controllers to achieve energy consumption predictions, effectively control the relationship between energy use and energy supply, and provide a reliable guarantee for energy-saving problems in smart buildings [20] . Relevant scholars used multiple linear regression models and the Artificial Neural Network model to predict the building's cooling and heat demand, energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions [21] . Some scholars have established artificial neural network models to predict the energy consumption of HVAC systems in green office buildings by analyzing the energy consumption of ground-source heat pump and air-conditioning ventilation system [22] . The analysis shows that the classification multi-layer perceptron network prediction model is optimal. The energy consumption prediction model is established by using the particle swarm optimization algorithm to optimize the RBF algorithm. The results show that it has strong learning ability and predictive ability, and the accuracy is high. According to the operational data, the hourly load forecasting model of the air conditioning system is established, and the hourly load forecast of the air conditioner in the next 24 hours is realized [23] . The prediction error result is about 5.2%. Relevant researchers used EQUEST to simulate the energy consumption of office buildings [24] . On this basis, SPSS data statistics software was used to conduct multivariate nonlinear prediction regression analysis of building air conditioning system energy consumption, and the example building energy consumption was verified. Relevant scholars conducted on-the-spot investigation of 50 office buildings in the severe cold area, determined the typical model of building space through energy consumption structure and steady-state formula, and constructed the overall energy consumption prediction model of office buildings, and conducted sensitivity analysis on the predicted simulation data [25] . Relevant researchers proposed a city building energy consumption prediction model based on the rule-based real-time learning combined BP neural network, adding certain rules to the historical energy consumption of training, so as to improve the training speed of BP neural network [26] . However, most of the current improvements in neural network prediction algorithms are based on improving the structure of neural networks, and do not consider the generation of energy consumption data, and the generation of confrontation networks can be used to generate building energy consumption.
In this paper, the correlation characteristics of energy consumption data in space are obtained, and its related characteristics in space are obtained. Then, based on the complex spatial correlation of energy consumption in space, Bicubic interpolation method was used to predict the method with convolutional network. The prediction results of the two models are analyzed. It is found that the convolutional neural network extracts a large number of eigenvalues in the spatial dimension due to the convolution operation, and the prediction result is smaller than the Bicubic interpolation method, and the prediction result can be guaranteed. The deeper the network in deep learning, the more extracted the eigenvalues. According to the specific problem of the research, a targeted RessNetGAN model was designed. The specific design structure of the model, the configuration and parameters of the experiment and the experimental process are introduced. After analyzing and comparing the experimental data, it is found that the model based on the combination of deep neural network and generated confrontation network has better results for energy consumption prediction, and the neural network-based model has better prediction effect than the traditional reconstruction method. The prediction error is significantly reduced and the structural similarity is also relatively good. At the same time, as the fineness of the input data decreases, the prediction results have a certain impact. Based on the energy consumption prediction model for generating the anti-network, it is possible to predict a more accurate energy consumption value, and the predicted result has fidelity, which has a small deviation from the actual energy consumption value. Based on the RessNetGAN model, through deeper generation of networks and generation of confrontation structures, complex energy consumption features can be automatically extracted, eliminating the huge workload of traditional methods for analyzing energy consumption characteristics, and getting closer to actual prediction values.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses reconstruction-based energy consumption predictions, followed by the design based on the generated confrontation network model in Section 3. Section 4 carried out simulation experiments and analyzed the results. Section 5 summarizes the full paper and points out the future research directions.
II. RECONSTRUCTION BASED ENERGY CONSUMPTION FORECAST A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK ENERGY CONSUMPTION PREDICTION MODEL STRUCTURE
The convolutional neural network used in this study first uses a downsampling method to amplify the flow data, and then amplifies it to obtain a rough flow map input data. From this input data, an accurate flow map that is as similar as possible to the actual measured value is reconstructed and predicted using a convolutional neural network. This convolutional neural network consists of three parts, corresponding to the three steps of the reconstruction method, and the convolution is completed to obtain the predicted value.
For the coarse energy consumption two-dimensional spatial feature data block extraction, the original image feature extraction is replaced by a convolution operation. This step extracts a plurality of patches from the rough energy consumption data map, each of which is represented as a highdimensional vector by convolution, and a plurality of feature vectors constitute a feature map. The operation at this level can be expressed as:
L denotes a low-precision input, W 0 is a f 1 × f 1 filter, and they are subjected to a convolution operation ' * ', and B 0 denotes an offset. In this section, it can be summarized as the ''convolution layer (f 1 × f 1 filter)+RELU'' extraction feature. That is, the mapping is convolved with a set of filters, each of which is a base.
In order to map the previously extracted features into the feature maps required for high-precision space, feature dimension reduction is required. In the previous layer, the features of the energy mapping data block are extracted and each n 1 dimensional vector is matched to an n 2 dimensional vector. This is equivalent to using a 1 × 1 filter to add a nonlinear function to the network through a full-join operation, which adds nonlinearity.
This level is the ''fully connected layer (1 × 1 filter) + Re LU''. Each output of the n 2 -dimensional vector can be abstractly represented as a block of data that will be applied to predict the exact energy consumption map. The 1 × 1 convolution itself is only a special case when the filter radius of the N×N convolution is degraded to 1. However, because it enhances the nonlinear expression ability of the network with a small computational cost, it provides a good tool for the expansion of the network structure. The full-join operation here plays the role of dimensionality reduction, and the extracted feature value set is performed. It plays a big role in deep network and computational efficiency.
Generally, when the reconstruction is performed, the obtained overlapping accurate data blocks are synthesized to obtain the final predicted value. It can be seen as a predefined filter on a set of feature maps, so in the last part, a convolutional layer is defined, which is equivalent to a deconvolution process, and the feature map in the previous step is restored to an accurate energy consumption data map, eventually generating accurate predictions. The model structure based on convolutional neural network is shown in Figure 1 . The model of this convolutional network uses only a three-layer network, and the convolution operation extracts the spatial traffic feature values of each space in the energy consumption map into high-dimensional eigenvalues. Finally, energy consumption prediction is achieved. Compared with the Bicubic interpolation method, it extracts the spatial eigenvalue of energy consumption more fully.
B. SPATIAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS
The Pearson correlation coefficient was chosen in the study to study the correlation of energy consumption data in the spatial domain. The Pearson correlation coefficient is one of the three major correlation coefficients in statistics and is used to measure the correlation between two variables. The result is between −1 and 1. In the natural sciences, the Pearson coefficient is widely used to measure the degree of correlation between two variables.
The Pearson correlation coefficient is defined as the quotient of the covariance and the standard deviation between the two variables. When studying the spatial correlation of energy consumption data, we use the measured values of h c−1,t and h c,t in the actual time, that is, the energy consumption values of the region and the c region of the T time c−1. The Pearson correlation coefficient is expressed as:
Among them, c ∈ [1, C], cov(h c,t , h c−1,t ) indicates covariance, and σ h c−1 ,t and σ h c ,t indicate standard deviation. The correlation coefficients between the regions are calculated according to the Pearson correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficients of the nine regions are shown in Table 1 .
The meaning of the Pearson correlation coefficient results can be understood as follows: when the correlation coefficient is 0, the two variables have no relationship; when the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is larger, the correlation is stronger. Generally speaking, a value greater than 0.5 is more relevant, and a value less than 0.5 is weak relevant. It can be seen from Table 1 that the spatial correlation between adjacent regions is extremely large, and there is also a great spatial correlation between regions within a large range.
The spatial correlation between the regions is shown in Figure 2 . The dark color indicates that the correlation is large, and the light color segment indicates that the correlation is small. It can be found that in cellular networks, the spatial correlation between regions has non-zero characteristics and has high spatial correlation properties. And from the three-dimensional correlation graph, it can be found that the spatial correlation between the regions is complex and variable, and does not necessarily present some intuitive rules. Due to the influence of many social factors in the display environment, including emergency events, population distribution, it will have an impact on the spatial distribution of energy consumption. Therefore, energy consumption data has complex spatial characteristics in space. In the energy consumption prediction problem, whether the research on energy consumption characteristics is sufficient will directly affect the prediction results. Therefore, it is necessary to fully extract more effective energy space features before forecasting to achieve more accurate prediction.
C. BICUBIC INTERPOLATION BASED PREDICTION METHOD BICUBIC INTERPOLATION PRINCIPLE
Bicubic is a traditional reconstruction method and a method of upsampling. It is mostly used in the field of space reconstruction to obtain a clear spatial distribution. Depending on the spatial dependence of the regions, this method can be used to predict energy consumption between regions. At the same time, the difference between the prediction based on deep learning and the model based on the confrontation generation network proposed in this paper is compared.
Bicubic interpolation is also known as cubic convolution interpolation. It does 3 interpolations by using the values of the 16 points around the area to be sampled. Not only the influence of the energy consumption values in the four directly adjacent regions is considered, but also the influence of the rate of change of values between the adjacent regions is considered.
Assume that the rough energy consumption map A size is m × m, and the size of the target map B after scaling K times is M × M . The energy consumption value for each of the areas in A is known, and the value in the B area is unknown. The goal is to find all the regional energy consumption values in the target image B, first find the corresponding region (x, y) of the region B(X, Y) in A. Then we calculate the energy consumption value of (X, Y) in B, according to the energy consumption value of the 16 regions closest to the distance (x, y) in A, and calculate the weight of 16 regions using the Bicubic basis function. The value of (X, Y) is equal to the weighted superposition of the 16 regional energy consumption values.
Using the cubic polynomial S(x) to find the theoretical optimal interpolation function sin x/x, the expression is:
The point to be sought is (x, y), and its value can be obtained by weighted interpolation of the surrounding 16 energy values. The energy consumption values of (x, y) are expressed as follows:
Among them:
After the final interpolation operation is completed, the amplified energy consumption map can be obtained. From the calculation point of view, the bicubic interpolation has a relatively large calculation amount, and the operation time is relatively long in all interpolation methods, but the reconstruction effect is interpolated.
D. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS 1) PREDICTION EXPERIMENT BASED ON BICUBIC INTERPOLATION
In the experiment, the energy matrix mapping is selected as the research data. Firstly, the actual measured value data is subjected to fuzzy aggregation processing to obtain the rough energy consumption value to be input. For the visual display, the density map is used in this paper. Figure 3 shows the results of the actual energy density map and the approximate energy consumption density map. The color of the heat map of the energy consumption map shown in Figure 3 does not represent the absolute energy consumption, but the position where the color is relatively deeper, the higher the energy consumption value indicated.
Then the Bicubic interpolation method is used to predict the energy consumption data, and the following results are obtained.
Based on the naked eye discrimination, the prediction results obtained by the bicubic interpolation method are similar to the actual energy consumption values. For a large number of energy consumption values in local areas, the regional characteristics of energy consumption can be predicted. However, the data predicted by the Bicubic interpolation method is easy to have some distortion. From Figure 4 , it can be found that the energy consumption value predicted in the area with large energy consumption is significantly larger.
Therefore, the interpolation method can predict the accuracy of energy consumption, but the prediction result is not ideal, and the energy consumption difference between regions is predicted. However, due to the lack of research on the whole energy consumption characteristics, the predicted results have a certain error and distortion.
2) CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK ENERGY CONSUMPTION PREDICTION EXPERIMENT Figure 5 shows the prediction results of a convolutional neural network. It can be clearly seen through human eye discrimination that the method of convolutional neural network can better predict accurate energy consumption data. By comparing the bicubic interpolation method, it is found that the data predicted by the convolutional neural network method has a significantly improved realism. And especially when the energy consumption in the prediction is large, there is no large distortion in the local part. Convolutional neural networks are better at predicting energy consumption in adjacent areas. Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) compare the standard mean square error and structural similarity of the two models. It can be found that the results predicted by the convolutional neural network have lower errors than the actual values. It is also superior to Bicubic interpolation in structural similarity.
Therefore, when predicting the spatial domain of energy consumption, the convolutional network model reduces the prediction error during reconstruction because it has sufficient feature extraction for the rough energy consumption value, and can guarantee the authenticity of the prediction result.
III. BASED ON THE DESIGN OF THE GENERATED CONFRONTATION NETWORK MODEL A. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE MODEL AGAINST THE GENERATED NETWORK
In terms of structure, generating a confrontational network is a game theory. The network consists of two parts, a generator and a discriminator. It generates artificial data based on the actual data distribution through the confrontation training process between the generator and the discriminator. It differs from other neural networks (such as convolutional neural networks, forward-propagating neural networks) in that other neural networks are the result of input data, while the anti-generation network consists of generators and discriminators. The generator generates meaningful data, and then the discriminator determines the real data and the generated data. After passing the learned experience to the generator, the discriminator will learn how to determine which is the real data, which is the generated data, and then pass the learning experience back to the generator, so that the generator generates more real data based on the random number. Both the generator and the discriminator need to constantly optimize their own capabilities. The generator produces data that is closer to the real distribution. The discriminator more accurately distinguishes the real data from the generated data. This process is a process of finding a Nash equilibrium between the two.
Once trained, generator G is able to generate artificially generated data samples from the target distribution given a noise input z. In the problem of accurate prediction of energy consumption to be achieved, the input of G is sampled from the distribution of the coarse measurement p(L t ) instead of the conventional Gaussian or uniform distribution. The goal is to understand the relationship between H t and L t . D is to distinguish whether the data is an actual accurate energy measurement map, or just artificially generated data generated by G.
B. GENERATING THE DESIGN OF THE NETWORK
In the model, the generator needs to take the rough measurement value L t as an input and output an accurate energy consumption prediction value. The generator needs to make the values it generates as close as possible to the real data. Usually the generator model has a more complex structure to produce more realistic values. At the same time, in the previous chapter's research, it is found that the prediction of energy consumption needs to extract as much as possible the characteristics of energy consumption in space. This feature extraction is then achieved with a deeper network.
There are four parts in the generated structure, which are input map enlargement, data feature extraction, composite residual and feature merge module. Through the improved composite residual structure of the RessNetGAN network, it is possible to activate and directly pass information to the next layer, or even the deeper neural network layer, so that a deeply trained residual network can be realized.
1) INPUT MAP AMPLIFICATION
The input data is a rough energy consumption map, and the number of regions in the input map is smaller than the number of regions in the prediction result. First, the deconvolution operation is performed on the input data map by the filter after the convolution process is transposed. After the operation, the input rough map is enlarged to obtain the same number of regions as the output target map.
As shown in Figure 7 , in the rough data mapping set, each of the six mappings is selected as a set of input data, so the input value is a three-dimensional matrix. In the deconvolution process, first, filling a single input to prevent the omission of the edge of the matrix, the expansion factor is related to the strides. The method of expansion is to insert zero values between values. Thereafter, the expanded matrix is expanded by a filter.
2) DATA FEATURE EXTRACTION
After spatial correlation analysis, we know that energy consumption has a strong dependence on space. The convolutional layer is characterized by the ability to acquire features in the data space domain, which are very abstract in the energy consumption data. Based on the amplified input data, a 3D convolutional layer is used in this section to capture the spatial correlation of energy measurements.
Since the input is an energy consumption map at different times in the same region, the three-dimensional convolution can extract the deeper eigenvalues in addition to the relevant characteristics in the spatial domain and the correlation of the time dimension. Three filters are passed here to enable the extraction of feature values that are more in line with the energy consumption characteristics. Each time a filter is passed, the extracted features are deeper and more abstract. This method eliminates the process of analyzing the energy consumption characteristics after a lot of work in the traditional model. It also simplifies the process of modeling the time domain and the spatial domain separately in other depth models. Finally, through the 3D convolutional network, the eigenvalues of the correlation of the energy consumption data with space are obtained. The eigenvalue is more deeply and abstract, and the eigenvalue sequence is represented by a three-dimensional matrix.
3) COMPOSITE RESIDUAL STRUCTURE
A number of such residual blocks are connected together to form a network of far-hop residuals. The deeper the network, the more training errors will occur than for a normal network. Such a structure can alleviate the training error that occurs, even if the network is deep, it can ensure better performance, and can also reduce the bloat of the network. The staggered jump mode also reduces the cost of the calculation. The extra jump process helps to improve the performance of the model and ensures the stability of the network. A total of 10 residual structures have been added to this section to optimize the training process.
4) CONVOLUTION PREDICTION MODULE
The deep network that has passed through the front has acquired enough features in this part to be sufficiently robust and energy-intensive. The final prediction part is to combine all the extracted feature values and flatten them into a one-dimensional vector to generate the final predicted highefficiency energy consumption map.
C. BACK PROPAGATION AND LOSS FUNCTION DESIGN
The energy consumption value of a region is mapped into a matrix of two-dimensional space as the input of the generation network, and the predicted value is obtained through the network. The function of the loss function is to evaluate the predictive value of the model, that is, to judge the predicted value and the degree of error in the actual data. The gradient is calculated according to the loss function for back propagation. After the L rough energy consumption matrix is input, the forward recursion is performed to obtain the prediction result H'. The loss error is measured from the predicted result H and the actual value H . According to the chain rule, the backpropagation adjustment modifies the parameter w and the offset b of each layer. In general, the smaller the loss function, the better the robustness of the model. Therefore, for the algorithm model, the choice of the loss function is a very important part.
Generating the confrontation network requires training a generation network and a decision network at the same time, generating a rough energy consumption map L t for the network input, and outputting an accurate pseudo energy consumption map H t . The discriminator inputs a real energy consumption map H t and a dummy data Ht', and outputs a two-class confidence. Ideally, the discriminator D should determine as accurately as possible whether the input value is the actual measured value or a false value. The generator G needs to spoof D as much as possible, so that D judges all the pseudo values as actual measured values. According to this process, the loss function can be expressed as:
Among them, H i t represents the real measurement value, and L i t represents the generation of the network input value. In generating a confrontation network, the goal of optimization is min
During training, the decision network needs to configure the parameters of the discriminator by maximizing the loss function. The loss function of the generated network is to measure the error between the pseudo map value and the actual measurement map. The loss function of the original generation network is:
But this loss function has some minor problems. For function log(1 − D(G(L i t ))), when D(G(L i t )) is close to 0, the function will become very smooth and the gradient will be very small. This makes it very difficult for the generator to fool the discriminator in the early stages of training. The generator and discriminator are always weakened by confrontation. The collapse and gradient reduction in training is usually due to the imbalance between the generator and the discriminator. Therefore, the loss between the balance generation and the decision network needs to be performed. A good discriminator will always provide optimal feedback for the generator, but it is not easy for the training generation model to catch up with the judgment model. Therefore, you need to pay attention to the loss function that does not have a near zero gradient when the generator performance is poor. After changing log(1 − D(G(L i t ))) to log D(G(L i t )), it was found that the gradient increased significantly when D(G(L i t )) was close to zero. So we change the loss function to:
Through experiments, it can be found that this method uses this loss function to make the training process more stable, and the model does not suffer from the problem of collapse and convergence too fast.
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT BASED ON GENERATING CONFRONTATION NETWORK MODEL A. MODEL TRAINING
After the data has been preprocessed, the model is first trained. The purpose of the training model is to configure the network with the most appropriate parameters G {w G , b G } 
The training generation network uses the Adam optimization algorithm to optimize the gradient descent process. The training process for generating a confrontational network is slightly different from other neural networks. In traditional neural network training, a loss function is used to train to the loss function convergence. The generation of the structure against the network has two loss functions: the generation network and the discrimination network. During training, the goal is to update the parameters of the generator, maximizing the possibility of the discriminator making an erroneous judgment, updating the discriminator parameters, and maximizing the likelihood that the discriminator will determine the correctness. Eventually the generator can generate results with minimal error and closest to the actual value.
In each training iteration:
are sampled from the actual measured value H t .
(2) m sample values L 1 t , L 2 t , · · · , L m t corresponding to actual value samples are sampled from the coarse input value L t .
(3) Obtain the data H 1 t , H 2 t , · · · , H m t generated by the generated model.
(4) Update the discriminator parameter θ d to maximize the loss function:
(5) Update the generator parameter θ g to minimize the loss function: Table 2 shows the size of the parameters selected in the training:
The loss image of the generator and discriminator of the model iteration 350 is selected, as shown in Figure 8 .
In Figure 8 , the red curve is the generator loss and the blue is the discriminator loss. The loss decreases as the iteration is nearly 10 times, and the model converges. There is no obvious gradient disappearance, and the convergence effect is better. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the experiment, we need to input rough traffic data into the generated model Ress Net GAN. Since the datasets are 100 × 100 fine-grained actual data maps, we have to go through some configuration to get the fuzzy traffic map we want to input. In the original data set, the processed data set was 80 × 80 after the previous data enhancement processing. We complete the rough processing of the data through the process of averaging the pool.
1) ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF RESSNETGAN MODEL
Here, K = 2 is used as the pooling parameter, and the fuzzy energy consumption map is obtained as the input value by the average pooling operation. The mapping of the density map mapping of the input data after pooling and the actual energy consumption is shown in Figure 9 . The values generated after passing the RessNetGAN model are shown in Figure 10 . It can be obtained that, according to the visual judgment of the naked eye on the density map 15, the result predicted by using the generated anti-network structure is closer to the actual energy consumption measurement result. There is also a good performance for the local difference in energy consumption. Intuitively, the similarity with the actual results is very high, which has great reference value for operators.
2) COMPARISON OF PREDICTION RESULTS OF THREE MODELS
To reflect the advantages of the RessNetGAN model, the same input data was also predicted using convolutional neural networks and Bicubic interpolation. The results they get are:
It can be seen intuitively from Figure 11 that the results predicted by the Bicubic method have the lowest discrimination of energy consumption distribution, and the convolution network has a good effect in this respect, and the energy consumption of different regions can be predicted by fine particles. However, it is less accurate in predicting energy consumption between adjacent areas. Finally, the RessNetGAN model can have a better effect in predicting the difference in energy consumption between adjacent regions, and can more accurately predict the distribution of energy consumption in real regions. The predicted results are closest to the actual ones. It is worth noting that in the representation of the density map, the shade of color does not represent the absolute value of energy consumption. In a density map, the area with relatively dark color always consumes more energy consumption.
3) PREDICTION OF DIFFERENT MODELS UNDER DIFFERENT PARAMETERS
Three different pooling parameters were set up in the laboratory to study the analysis of the prediction results with different rough values of energy input.
For the energy consumption values predicted by the three algorithms under the input of different pooling parameters, it is found that the prediction results of the three models show an increase in error as the input coarseness increases. The results of the traditional Bicubic interpolation method are seriously distorted. When K = 2 and K = 5, the predicted value of the convolutional network can see the distribution, but when the degree of output ambiguity reaches K = 8, the prediction result of the convolutional network becomes very inaccurate and even difficult to distinguish. The data generated by the RessNetGAN model also has a certain degree of error increase with the degree of blurring of the input, but the prediction results are significantly better than the other two methods. Table 3 shows three models, using NRMSE metrics to judge the predicted error conditions with three input pooling parameters.
C. DIFFERENT MODEL PREDICTION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 1) STANDARD MEAN SQUARE ERROR ANALYSIS
It can be found from Figure 12 that when the pooling parameter is small, the standard mean square error of the predicted result is small. When the pooling parameter is large, the standard mean square error of the predicted result is large.
It can be found from Figure 13 that the prediction result of RessNetGAN is much smaller than the other two models. As the input energy consumption value becomes fuzzy, the error between the prediction results of the three models and the real value increases to different degrees. RessNet-GAN predicts that when the input is very fuzzy, the prediction effect is better than the other model when the input data is accurate. When the input energy consumption is very large, the Bicubic interpolation and the prediction result of the convolutional neural network show more serious errors, and the actual value of the space cannot be predicted at all. With the increase of k value, the rising trend of RessNetGAN error tends to be flat. The error increase gradient of CNN and Bicubic algorithm is basically the same, and the increase is larger. The prediction value of CNN is more accurate than the interpolation method. The traditional method ignores the correlation between energy consumption in the spatial domain and the time domain, and the results obtained by pure mathematical calculation cannot meet the requirements in reality. The prediction results of the deep learning model are relatively accurate, and there is no large distortion, because they consider the characteristics of energy consumption in the spatial domain and the time domain, so the results can more accurately represent the actual energy distribution.
2) STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY ANALYSIS
The structural similarities of the three models under different input parameters are shown in Table 4 : Figure 14 shows the structural similarity of the three models at different inputs. It can be seen that when the input K value is small, the structural similarity of the three model prediction results is very large, and the gap between them is relatively small. When the input value is coarser and the K value is increased, the structural similarity of the predicted result becomes smaller. Figure 15 shows the trend of structural similarity index. It can be found that the RessNetGAN based on the Ress-NetGAN model that generates the anti-network has the best performance. The predicted value has a great similarity with the actual value, but when the degree of blurring of the input values is small, the gap between the three models is not very large. The structural similarity between Bicubic interpolation and CNN is only 0.06. This is because the input energy mapping matrix itself is close to the structure of the actual value. Therefore, on the basis of this method, the energy consumption value predicted by each method will not have too much structural distortion.
As the value of k increases, that is, as the degree of blurring of the input data gradually increases, the accuracy of the prediction results gradually decreases. This change is least noticeable in the RessNetGAN network and is most evident in Bicubic interpolation. The structural similarity between the predicted energy consumption of the Bicubic interpolation algorithm and the CNN model and the actual measured value becomes significantly lower, even becoming very dissimilar to the measured value. While RessNetGAN has declined in structural similarity, it is still at a relatively similar level. Because the training process of generating the anti-network is to continuously generate feedback to the generator through the discriminator, there is a better prediction effect in this respect.
V. CONCLUSION
Energy consumption prediction plays a very important role in energy management and is an important potential research direction for energy conservation. In this paper, the spatial correlation of energy consumption data is analyzed in detail, and the huge correlation of energy consumption in space is found. The models of bicubic interpolation and convolutional neural networks were selected to predict the energy consumption data. The experimental results of the two models were analyzed. The method of interpolation results in distortion of the prediction result due to the lack of correlation of the data space is considered. Convolutional networks can perform a large number of feature extractions on the energy consumption in space, so that the predictions are fully correlated with the spatial correlation and realistic prediction values are obtained relatively. This paper builds a model based on RessNetGAN that generates a confrontational network. By generating a game process against the network and the generator and the discriminator, data with the smallest error from the actual value is generated. Through the 3D convolution operation, more feature values with more space-time correlation are extracted, and the extracted energy consumption features are robust using the deep network. By adding a residual structure, the training process of the model is accelerated, and the problem of gradient descent and gradient disappearance is prevented. By setting the roughness of the input data, it is found that the smaller the thickness of the input data, the better the predicted result, but the error for RessNetGAN is not large. However, the error of the traditional model increases rapidly after adjusting the input thickness, so that the difference from the actual value is huge. For energy consumption, they can be mapped according to their space-time correlation. According to their spatial correlation, the task of forecasting from rough energy consumption to accurate energy consumption data can be completed. The traditional interpolation method can predict the approximate distribution but lacks the authenticity of the data. The neural network method can solve the accurate prediction of local large-scale traffic, and our proposed RessNet model can predict the precise energy consumption. However, energy consumption is also highly time dependent. The next study can consider improving the network of the generator, adding a network that can better extract space-time correlations, and predicting the predictions of more space-time correlations. Moreover, this not only predicts the energy consumption at a certain moment, but also predicts the exact energy consumption value over a period of time. In order to achieve more stable and accurate energy consumption prediction, further improvement and in-depth study of the neural network prediction system is needed.
